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This paper entitled, “Decadal trajectories of nitrate input and output in three nested catchments along a land use gradient” by Erhardt and others reports the result of a long-term nitrogen budget constrained with modeled and empirical estimates of N surplus and hydrological export. The authors found that most of the N was retained and attribute this mainly to hydrological legacy (storage within the catchment—primarily in the aquifer), based on a lack of observed denitrification in other studies, and the changes in the concentration-discharge relationships. The study is compelling and brings up many societally-urgent issues about preserving water quality in the Anthropocene. The paper is generally well written, though sections are uneven in their detail (either going too much into the weeds or not giving enough detail). I had a few major
questions and then provide line edits below. I believe that with a thorough revision, this article could be an important contribution to this journal. 1. How is error propagated? The authors often report four significant figures, but do not report standard deviation, confidence intervals, or some other estimate of uncertainty. Given the compound assumptions of the input chronicle models and the hydrological components, a sensitivity analysis or some kind of quantification of uncertainty seems warranted. 2. The idea of comparing biogeochemical and hydrological legacies is very compelling but it remains unclear to me how these parameters were estimated and compared. Structuring the methods around the research questions or overarching hypotheses and carrying this through the manuscript would make this flow clearer would make the results/discussion more impactful. 3. I think the discussion would be more engaging if the authors focused on the applicability of this approach to catchments generally, rather than explaining specific observations from their study. They do this effectively several times (e.g. starting on page 22 starting around line 20), but there is also quite a bit of retreatment of the results, which are specific to these sites. 4. The authors present an interesting puzzle of massive nitrogen retention/removal that cannot be attributed to typical pathways (e.g. denitrification, uptake, mineral association). The authors then conclude that N storage (the biogeochemical and hydrological legacies) account for the disconnect. However, the dismissal of denitrification seems to be based on a few studies from this area, which are not described in detail (e.g. Page 23, line 15). If these other studies are definitive and reliable, more description of their methods should be given. Another explanation is associated with point 1 could the N removal be much lower when uncertainty in inputs and outputs are included?

Line edits Page 2 Line 5: (Elser et al. 2007) Line 6: It seems odd to say these changes were strictly terrestrial. It seems they influenced both. Line 10: Do the authors mean the natural rate of reactive N fixation has been doubled (e.g. (Vitousek et al. 1997))?

Page 3 Line 2: management interventions (instead of “measures”)? Line 2: Recent study from similar agricultural and climatic context that found decadal hydrologic (Kolbe et al. 2016; Marçais et al. 2018) Line 16: I actually think there are quite a few studies,
especially recently (Dupas et al. n.d.; Howden et al. 2010; Burt et al. 2011; Minaudo et al. 2015; Meter & Basu 2017; Abbott et al. 2018; Coble et al. 2018; Garnier et al. 2018; Marcé et al. 2018; Pinay et al. 2018; Fanelli et al. 2019) Line 20: How do these analyses compare with soil-surface N balance approaches that include a crop and livestock removal component (Poisvert et al. 2017; Abbott et al. 2018)? Line 30: Recent paper on concentration-discharge responses to catchment saturation (Moatar et al. 2017) Page 5 Line 18: In what dimensions is this catchment especially vulnerable to climate change? Page 8 Line 13-20: Interesting that the primary datasets do not include non-agricultural land for N deposition. Why did the authors not use one of the products that provided a consistent N deposition rate across land-use types? Perhaps this is a small portion of the overall N budget, but it would be worthwhile to specify. Page 9 Figure 2: The dissimilarity in the NO3 concentration time series is striking as are the drops to zero mg/L even at the lowest site. Consider combining Figures 2 and 3 to allow visual comparison of discharge and concentration. Page 10 Line 9: the discharge time series were used . . . Page 11 Line 8: allows increasing . . . Page 12 Line 10: Because our purpose was to balance and compare . . . Line 12: This justification seems unclear. Is it simply claiming that the longer-term trends are accurate, though the daily values are not? Page 14 Table 2: These differences in specific discharge are remarkable. Is this typical for this area or is the three-fold difference due to a known environmental or anthropogenic variable? Page 15 Line 11: Revise sentence for grammar and clarity (with implications for instead of with discussion on?) Page 16 Line 14: It is striking that the retention capacity increases 5-fold with landscape position. Is this because of shifts in soil and subsurface properties or because the retention or removal rates are dependent on substrate concentration? Page 22 Line 20: Nitrification also results in gaseous N loss via the “leaky pipe” pathway (Hart et al. 1994). Line 29: Is this referring to denitrification in the near-surface zone or throughout the whole catchment? With pyrite, sulfur, and other iron ubiquitous in the weathered and fractured zones, aquifer denitrification is likely occurring Page 23 Line 18: New methods for constraining aquifer travel time to constrain removal rates using numerical or empirical methods (Kolbe et al. C3
Similar to these observations, though they are on a much smaller scale (Thomas & Abbott 2018) Page 28 Line 9: were explained Line 14: catchment reaction seems like an odd description for transit time.
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